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IT certifications such as ISC2’s CISSP and CompTIA’s CASP represent a respected and trusted
source for developing a workforce with advanced-level security skills and knowledge. This white
paper will focus on the CASP certification, who should obtain it, and the benefits of obtaining this
certification. Lastly, it will discuss why LearnKey’s educational video courseware will prepare users
to pass the certification exam and advance professionally.

What is CompTIA’s CASP Certification?

The CompTIA Advanced Security Practitioner (CASP) certification is one of CompTIA’s newer
certifications and is used internationally to measure the security skills and knowledge of IT
professionals at an advanced level. IT professionals who obtain this certification have proved
their competence in risk management, critical thinking, research and analysis, enterprise security,
integrated computing, communications, and engineer secure solutions in complex environments.

Who Should Obtain the CASP Certification?

There is no formal prerequisite for becoming CASP certified, although it is ideal that individuals
interested in this exam have at least 10 years’ experience in IT, with five of those years dealing with
hands-on technical security experience. The CASP certification is the next logical step for those
who already have their Security+ certification and wish to elevate their status as an IT professional.

What are the Benefits of Obtaining the CASP Certification?

CASP is a vendor-neutral globally recognized certification. Those who obtain this certification
can receive employment in the following career fields: Security architect, IT Specialist, Risk
Management/Analyst, Penetration Tester and Ethical Hacker. Recently CASP has been approved
as a certification that meets the DOD directive 8570.1 requirement. This means that the
certification added to a list of industry-based security exams are intended to prove the technical
skills of the DoD workforce. Department of Defense employees who earn this certification will
qualify for high-level employment in Information Assurance Technical Level III, IS Manager Level II,
and IA Systems Architect and Engineer Levels I and II.

Why LearnKey will Prepare you for your CASP Certification Exam

The CASP certification is considered to be one of the most difficult IT certification exams available.
The exam entails 80-question multiple choice questions including some hands-on interactive
questions that must be completed in 150 minutes. The exam is separated into four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enterprise Security (40%)
Risk Management, Policy/Procedure and Legal (24%)
Research and Analysis (14%)
Integration of Computing, Communications, and Business Disciplines (22%)

LearnKey’s Advanced Security Practitioner Certification course will teach you the skills you need to
be prepared to take and pass the CASP certification exam. This course was written and presented
by LearnKey expert Tom Carpenter and covers all of the objectives associated with the CASP
certification. Accessible anywhere you have an internet connection, your LearnKey educational
video courseware is available where and when you need it.
To learn more about CASP visit our blog.
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